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POVZETEK - Proučili smo vpliv dviga radioaktivnega oblaka na lokaciji JE na potencialne 
ponezgodne doze, pri čemer smo izhajali iz WASH-1400 PWR-1A scenarija in uporabili program 
CRAC2. UNSCEAR1988 smo uporabili m oceno aktivnosti oblaka, kije onesnažil Slovenijo in sosednja 
področja. Nivoje kontaminacije izmerjene na lokaciji Instituta J.Stefan smo uporabili za primerjavo 
(ujemanje je bilo presenetljivo dobro). Podajamo tudi nekatere pričakovane doze zgodnjega obsevanja iz 
oblaka, s tal, vdihavanja in vnosa hrane. Ocenili smo možna znižanja doz. 

ABSTRACT -The influence of the radioactive cloud rise at the site on the potential expected 
postaccidental doses, using the WASH-1400 PWR-1 A scenario and the CRAC 2 model, was studied. The 
UNSCEAR 1988 was used to estimate the activity of the cloud that contaminated Slovenia and 
neighbouring areas. The contamination levels at the J.Stefan Institute were used for comparison (the 
match wus surprisingly good). Some of the expected doses due to early irradiation from die cloud, 
ground, inhalation and ingestion are also shown. Dose reduction possibilities were estimated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Chernobyl accident started on April 26, 1986 approximately 1300 km from 
Slovenia. In this report we present our efforts to estimate the status and the potential 
consequences immediately after the accident, during the 1986, and after the UNSCEAR 
(United Nations Scientific Committee for the Effects of Atomic Radiation) report in 
1988 [8], Then it became possible to determine more precisely the radioactive source 
in the cloud (here we named it the cloud B') which passed our country, to estimate the 
expected radiological consequences, to compare predicted values and measured data, 
to assess the suitability of the tools we used and the effectiveness of the 
countermeasures. The main emphasis was given to the dominant radiological 
contaminants iodine-131 and cesium-137. 
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Immediately after the accident we wanted to obtain an upper Umit estimate of the 
potential consequences for people far away from the destroyed 1000 MW unit. As the 
graphite was burning, the radioactivity in the plume raised high and the question was 
to what extend this phenomenon protected the nearby population. Because the source 
term and other relevant data were not known, we had to make several assumptions. We 
assumed the worst accidental scenario PWR-IA from the 1975 WASH-1400 study and 
the wind direction directly towards our country. 

2. THE RADIO ACTIVE CLOUD RISE AND THE EXPECTED DOSES 

After the catastrophic Chernobyl accident we were interested in getting an estimate of 
the order of magnitude of potential doses to individuals in a distant region (approx. 
1300 km away) for the worst imaginable case. Then, as we knew that the graphite was 
burning, we assumed that the height of the radioactive cloud rise when leaving the 
reactor was high. We performed a parametric study of the expected doses varying die 
radioactivity release height from elevation of 1200 m to ground release at 25 m. 

Initially die fraction of the reactor core or activity released to the atmosphere was not 
known. Therefore We introduced several assumptions: 1000 MWe nuclear power plant, 
the accident scenario as the PWR-IA from the 1975 WASH-1400, the radioactive cloud 
travelling in the direction to Slovenia with a constant velocity of 7m/s at me PasquilTs 
C category for die atmosphere stability. According to national weather forecast these 
assumptions were realistic, after die wind changed its direction from blowing northwest 
to southwest. 

Although die Chernobyl and the PWR reactor types are different and die estimations 
of dve released fractions of various groups of radioactive materials differ, we estimated 
that the question how the cloud rise influences die consequences in die local or wide 
area is common to both of diem and that die results obtained are generally applicable. 
We were therefore interested in die spatial dose distributions for individual organs, as 
a function of the height of dve radioactive cloud rise when leaving die plant. 

In die preliminary description of die Chernobyl plant and die accident [1] we included 
die conservative estimation of potential individual doses. The computer program we 
used in die analyses was die CRAC2 code [2,3]. On die potential acute doses we 
reported on the June 19S6 meeting on die environment radioactivity measurements at 
the "J.Stefan" Institute [4]. Then, during the 1986, we studied the radioactive cloud 
rise effect on the consequences [5]. On several aspects of computer prediction of 
consequences after a catastrophic accident we reported on die regional IRPA congress 
[6] and during die medical meeting on postaccidental irradiation in 1987 [7]. 

In die calculations performed we evaluated die acute effects of early irradiation of 
diyroid, total bone marrow, lower large intestine, lungs and die whole body. The 
cloud, ground and inhalation contributions to die total dose were obtained. Some of our 
results are present in Figures 1 and 2. 
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In the Figure 1 the radioactive cloud release height is fixed to 1200 m and dose courses 
and dose magnitudes to the total bone marrow are shown. We see how the received 
dose is result of the three contributions: irradiation from the radioactive cloud, 
irradiation from the contaminated ground and irradiation due to inhalation of 
contaminated air. 

In the Figure 2 the influence of release height to the total bone marrow dose is shown, 
the release height being varied from 25 m (ground release) to as high as 1200 m. After 
the cloud reaches man on the ground; the dose starts to rapidly increase with the 
distance, up to the maximal drowning of an individual into the radioactive cloud. At 
greater distances the ground concentration, along the wind direction, further decreases 
since radioactive cloud spreads and since radioactive materials fall off either by deposit 
(and eventual washout) or by radioactive decay. 

3. REAL SOURCE TERM IN THE CLOUD B' 

After the publication of the UNSCEAR report to the United Nations General Assembly 
[8], several details became available. So it was possible to deepen the analyses. It was 
possible to estimate more accurately the radioactivity of the cloud that left the 
Chernobyl site in the direction of Slovenia and passed it and the neighbouring territories 
[9]. 

The estimated doses from Figures 1 and 2 are too high because in the corresponding 
model the assumed released fractions were too high, and the actual wind direction 
during the 10 days release was not constant. The Figure 3, [8], shows descriptive 
plume behaviour and reported initial arrival times of detectable activity in air. It is seen 
how the wind and radioactive cloud direction varied. In our calculations we assumed 
that Slovenia was passed by a movement of the cloud B' which has been taken its 
radioactive material for 3 days, from the 2nd to the 5th day after the accident and 
release initiation. The Figure 4, [8], shows the daily release rate to the atmosphere of 
radioactive materials, excluding noble gases, during the Chernobyl accident, after 
initiation of accident on April 26, 1986. 

The real source activity for the isotope i, A(i), which contaminated the region in 
question was calculated as a product of the core inventory at the time of accident, Ao(i), 
the total fraction of the activity released into the atmosphere during the accident, S(i), 
and the fraction of the released activity that entered into the cloud B* which 
contaminated the region in question (including Slovenia), c(B',i): 

A(i) - Ao(i) * S(i) * c(B\i) 
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4. DOSES AND CONTAMINATION 

After estimating the source term we compared the UNSCEAR and computer predicted 
consequences with the postaccidejkal measurements and" the respective calculations 
performed at the J.Stefan Institute (US), especially the contributions of the 
radiologically dominant isotopes 1-131 and Cs-137, the 1-131 inhalation dose and the 
Cs-137 ground contamination, and the rain washout factors [8-11]. 

5. INTEGRAL EXPOSURE TO IODINE-131 IN THE AIR 

Comparison of the measured integral 1-131 inhalation exposure with the UNSCEAR 
data and the CRAC2 code predicted values, where the realistic source term for the 
cloud B' was used, shows that the values match surprisingly well , see Table 1, [10]. 
On this basis we concluded that the CRAC2 code is adequate for further studies. 

6. THE INFLUENCE OF POTENTIAL COUNTERMEASURES 

Finally we estimated the potential dose reductions aftat introducing certain 
countermeasures: to increase the time of staying indoors from 80% to 90% and to use 
the special diet (no fresh milk, no leafy vegetable during the first month after the 
accident. The doses are given for a typical adult and for a 10 years old child, [11,12]. 
The results for the first year after the accident, which dominates in the total dose 
committed, are presented in the Table 2. 

Table 1: Integral exposure to contaminated air and the ratios of the (CRAC2 ) 
calculated to the (US) measured and to the UNSCEAR given concentration 
for Slovenia, [10]. 

#[11], Tab. 111.3.1,30.4.-9.5. 
* CRAC2 with the realistic source term 
x An estimation based on Slovenian newspaper reports. 

Isotop« 

Cs-137 

1-131 

Exposure to cloud 

CRAC2 Mcasurom. UNSCBAR 
(SLO) 

Bq. days/(cubic mater) 

8.1 * 

84.6 * 

9.03 # 

77.5 # 
64-101 X 

7.4 

72 

R a t i o 

CRAC2 
Measure. 

CRAC2 
UNSCBAR . 

Average 

0.90 

1.09 
1.39-0.84 

1.094 

1.175 

0.995 

0.983 
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Table 2. The contributions to the effective equivalent doses for adults and 10 years 
old children due to Chernobyl accident, for the May and the year 1986» in 
microsieverts QiSv), [12]. Values in brackets represent potential doses 
where certain countermeasures were introduced during die first month. 

Pathway 
Effective Equivalent Doaea (pSv) 

May 1986 
Adult Child 

Year 1986 
Adult Child 

Inhalation 30 ( 30) 48 < 48) 30 ( 30) 48 ( 48) 
Ground irradiation 93 < 49) »3 < «»> 254 (210) 2S4 (210) 
Ingestion 336 ( 94) 588 (134) 468 (226) ,7*6 P*2) 
Total dose 459 (173) 729 (231) 752 (466) 1098 (60Q) 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

- The influence of a fast radioactive cloud rise on individual doses near the NPP (in 
distances up to 10 km) is very strong (up to 4 orders of magnitude). Doses in larger 
distances from the reactor site, i.e, from some tens of km on, practically do not 
depend on the release height (at most for a factor of 2). 

- Analyses showed what dose magnitude and what dose curve shapes can be expected 
for certain parts of unprotected human body, in dependence of the release height. 

- The analysis showed which dose contributions are dominant close to a 
catastrophically affected NPP, and which at larger distances. 

- Further use of the CRAC2 code was encouraged. 

- The computer code enables potential dose assessments before the radioactive cloud 
arrival. 
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Acute effects from early exposure. Contributions to the total bone 
marrow dose (Sv). Release from 1200m. 

Figure 2: Acute effects from early exposure. Total bone marrow dose (Sv), release 
from height H. 
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Figure 3: The plumes behaviour and the reported initial 
contaminated air arrival times, [8]. The numbers 1 to 
8 indicate initial arrival times: 1 (26 April), 2 (27 
April), 3 (28 April), 4 (29 April), 5 (30 April), 6 (1 
May), 7 (2 May), 8 (3 May). 
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